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Abstract—We present algorithms for the design ofoptimal
virtual topologies embedded on wide-area wavelength-routed
optical networks. The physical network architecture employs
wavelength-conversion-enabled wavelength-routing switches
(WRS) at the routing nodes, which allow the establishment
of circuit-switched all-optical wavelength-division multiplexed
(WDM) channels, called lightpaths. We assume packet-based
traffic in the network, such that a packet travelling from its source
to its destination may have to multihop through one or more such
lightpaths.

We present anexact integer linear programming (ILP)formula-
tion for the complete virtual topology design, including choice of
the constituent lightpaths, routes for these lightpaths, and inten-
sity of packet flows through these lightpaths. By minimizing the
average packet hop distance in our objective function and by re-
laxing the wavelength-continuity constraints (i.e., assuming wave-
length converters at all nodes), we demonstrate that the entire op-
tical network design problem can be considerably simplified and
made computationally tractable.

Although an ILP may take an exponential amount of time
to obtain an exact optimal solution, we demonstrate that ter-
minating the optimization within the first few iterations of the
branch-and-bound method provides high-quality solutions. We
ran experiments using the CPLEX optimization package on the
NSFNET topology, a subset of the PACBELL network topology,
as well as a third random topology to substantiate this conjecture.

Minimizing the average packet hop distance is equivalent to
maximizing the total network throughput under balanced flows
through the lightpaths. The problem formulation can be used
to design a balanced network, such that the utilizations of both
transceivers and wavelengths in the network are maximized, thus
reducing the cost of the network equipment. We analyze the trade-
offs in budgeting of resources (transceivers and switch sizes) in the
optical network, and demonstrate how an improperly designed
network may have low utilization of any one of these resources.
We also use the problem formulation to provide a reconfiguration
methodology in order to adapt the virtual topology to changing
traffic conditions.

Index Terms—Integer linear program, lightpath, optical net-
work, optimization, reconfigurability, resource budgeting, virtual
topology, wavelength routing, WDM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WAVELENGTH-DIVISION multiplexing (WDM) pro-
vides the ability to carve up the huge optical bandwidth

available in fiber into lower-capacity noninterfering wave-
lengths (channels), based on which multichannel lightwave
networks can be built [4], [17]. In this approach, each node
needs to operate only at the speed of an individual channel.
Each optical channel, called a lightpath [6], may be used to
carry information across multiple fiber links, without the data
undergoing electronic packet processing at intermediate nodes
in the network.

We assume that the reader is knowledgeable about the
general architecture of a wide-area wavelength-routed optical
network. References [6], [15], [4], [18], [17], [20] provide a
good introduction to the physical architecture of the optical
network and the constituent optimization problems in designing
an optimal lightpath-based optical network for packet-switched
traffic. Prototype networks based on this architecture are
being constructed as part of the MONET, AON, NTONC,
RACE-MWTN, and other projects (see [9]–[11]). In addition,
several companies such as Tellium, Ciena, Nortel, Corvis,
Lucent, and Sycamore Networks have announced products that
are being used by companies such as Level 3 Communications,
Qwest, UUNET, and Williams Communication to build the
next generation of optical network infrastructures based on
similar wavelength-routed architectures.

The physical network architecture employs a wave-
length-routing switch (WRS) equipped with wavelength
convertors at the routing nodes. Recent studies in network
design suggest the use of wavelength conversion in the network
in order to overcome compatibility issues across equipment
from different vendors. This viewpoint has given rise to the
increasing popularity of “opaque network” designs. This
assumption also relaxes the wavelength-continuity constraint
in the network.1

In this paper, we present the design of a lightpath-based op-
tical network as an integer linear programming (ILP) optimiza-
tion problem, and use the problem formulation to seek an op-
timal network design. The formulation presented here is a mod-
ified version of the problem formulation given in [15] which,

1In the absence of wavelength conversion in the network, a lightpath would
need to be on the same wavelength across all the fibers that it traverses. This
adds to the complexity of the optimization problem (as we shall demonstrate).
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though complete, contained nonlinear equations and was dif-
ficult to solve exactly. In this paper, we revise the optimiza-
tion problem from a nonlinear set of equations to a linear set
of equations together with a few integer constraints. We used
the branch-and-bound methodology in the CPLEX optimization
package [1] for solving the integer set of equations; however,
we demonstrate that terminating the optimization within a few
iterations of the branch-and-bound method continues to provide
high-quality solutions. We also present a number of engineering
techniques to make the network design problem more computa-
tionally tractable, thus allowing the network designer to balance
between the time taken to obtain a solution and the optimality
of the solution.

We simplify the objective function to minimize the average
packet hop distance2 (which is inversely proportional to the net-
work throughput under balanced network flows and which is
a linear objective function). By relaxing the wavelength-con-
tinuity constraints (i.e., assuming wavelength converters at all
nodes), we demonstrate that the entire optical network design
problem can be considerably simplified. If the channel (light-
path) capacity is , the number of channels is, and the average
packet hop distance is , then the network throughput can be
approximated by

(1)

under balanced loading of all channels. Therefore, minimizing
is equivalent to maximizing the network throughput.3 We de-

velop an ILP formulation to minimize , the average packet hop
distance, for a virtual-topology-based wavelength-routed net-
work. The ILP formulation provides a complete specification
to the virtual topology design, routing of the constituent light-
paths, and intensity of packet flows though the lightpaths.

Designing an optical network for packet data has been studied
before [5], [6], [18], [22]. While many research papers have
largely ignored the implications of using packet-traffic data in
their problem formulation, we believe that using packet data for
the traffic matrix in the problem formulation significantly in-
creases the usefulness of the solution.

Other researchers have also formulated an integer linear pro-
gram to solve the virtual topology design problem [18]. How-
ever, the complexity of their formulation seemed to limit its ap-
plicability for only small networks. By simplifying the objec-
tive function, our approach is able to solve larger network de-
sign problems in reasonable time. Our experiments also suggest
that terminating the ILP optimization after a few iterations of the
branch-and-bound method continues to provide high-quality so-
lutions, which makes our approach more practical for use in a
real network.

Section II formulates the problem mathematically as an ILP.
This section also discusses some of our underlying assumptions

2The average packet hop distance is defined as the number of lightpaths that
a packet has to traverse on average, and is a function of the virtual topology.

3In a non-WDM network, the number of channels is given byM , the number
of fiber links in the network. Therefore, the non-WDM network throughput is
given byT � (CM=H ), whereH denotes the average packet hop distance
in the non-WDM network.

Fig. 1. NSFNET T1 backbone.

that can drastically reduce the size of the problem, and conse-
quently minimize the running time of the solution. Section III
presents two simple heuristics with fast running times whose
performance compares favorably with the performance of the
optimized solution (obtained from the ILP solution). Heuris-
tics become important when the size of the problem becomes
larger than an ILP solver can handle, or when the optimization
needs to be achieved in real time; we demonstrate that the pro-
posed heuristics perform well with respect to the optimal bound
(viz. ILP output). Section IV examines tradeoffs that affect the
quality of the solution, and discusses resource-budgeting strate-
gies for transmission/reception as well as switching equipment.
This approach allows the design of a balanced network, which
can provide “optimal” network throughput along with high uti-
lization of both transceivers and wavelengths. Section V pro-
poses an algorithm which can be used for virtual topology re-
configuration. The proposed algorithm computes a new virtual
topology from an existing virtual topology, such that the new
virtual topology is optimal with respect to the changing traffic
patterns; among all such optimal virtual topologies, the algo-
rithm selects the topology which is “closest” in structure to the
current virtual topology, thus minimizing the number of switch
retunings during the transition period, as well as minimizing
both the number of disrupted lightpaths and the reconfiguration
time. Section VI provides numerical simulation results obtained
from solving the above formulation for the NSFNET topology
(see Fig. 1), the PACBELL topology (see Fig. 2), and a random
topology with 20 nodes. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

Much of the notation and the constraint equations used in this
section are borrowed from [15]. They are repeated here for com-
pleteness of the problem specification. New material, relative to
that in [15], include a newlinear objective function (2), a con-
straint to bound the lightpath length (17), a constraint to bound
the maximum loading per channel (26), a constraint to incorpo-
rate the physical topology as part of the virtual topology (16),
all of the simplifying assumptions in Section II-B (to make the
problem computationally tractable), and several other general-
izations (multiple fibers between nodes, multiple lightpaths be-
tween node pairs, no bidirectional lightpaths, etc.).
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Fig. 2. A portion of the PACBELL backbone.

A. Linear Formulation

We formulate the problem as an optimization problem, using
principles from multicommodity flow for physical routing of
lightpaths and traffic flow on the virtual topology, and using the
following notation:

• and used as subscript or superscript denotesourceand
destinationof a packet, respectively.

• and denoteoriginatingandterminatingnodes, respec-
tively, in a lightpath.

• and denoteendpoints of a physical linkthat might
occur in a lightpath.

Given:

• Number of nodes in the network .
• Maximum number of wavelengths per fiber (a

system-wide parameter).
• Physical topology denotes the number of fibers inter-

connecting node and node . for nodes which
are not physically adjacent to each other. in-
dicates that there are equal number of fibers joining two
nodes in different directions. Note that there may be more
than one fiber link connecting adjacent nodes in the net-
work. denotes the total number of fiber
links in the network.

• Fiber length matrix,viz. fiber distance from node
to node . For simplicity in expressing packet delays,
is expressed as a propagation delay (in time units). Note
that , and if .

• Shortest path delay matrix where denotes the delay
(sum of propagation delays only) over the shortest path
between nodes and .

• Lightpath length bound , , bounds the delay
over a lightpath (and hence the length of the lightpath)
between two nodes and , with respect to the shortest
path delay between them, i.e., the maximum permis-
sible propagation delay over the lightpath between the two
nodes and is .

• Number of transmitters at node ( ). Number
of receivers at node ( ). In general, we

would assume that , although this is not a strict
requirement.

• Traffic matrix denotes the average rate of traffic flow
(in packets/s) from nodeto node , with for ,

.
• Capacity of each channel (normally expressed in

bits/s, but converted to units of packets/s by knowing the
mean packet length).

• Maximum loading per channel , . re-
stricts the queueing delay on a lightpath from getting un-
bounded by avoiding excessive link congestion.We do not
incorporate queueing delays explicitly in the problem for-
mulation, under the assumption that they are negligible for
suitably chosen values of. Also, previous results [15]
indicate that queueing delays are negligibly small com-
pared to propagation delays for a large network setting
as in Fig. 1, except underextremely heavy loading. While
queuing delays may be large in today’s (congested) back-
bone networks, the use of high-capacity WDM links along
with silicon routers in the switching nodes should consid-
erably alleviate this problem in future networks.

Variables:

• Virtual topology: The variable denotes the number of
lightpaths from node to node in the virtual topology.
Note that the current formulation is general, since light-
paths are not necessarily assumed to be bidirectional, i.e.,

. Moreover, there may be multiple
lightpaths between the same source–destination pair, i.e.,

, for the case when traffic between nodesand
is greater than a single lightpath’s capacity ().

• Traffic routing: The variable denotes the traffic
flowing from node to node and employing as an
intermediate virtual link. Note that traffic from nodeto
node may be “bifurcated,” with different components
flowing through different sets of lightpaths.

• Physical topology route: The variable denotes the
number of lightpaths between nodesand being routed
though fiber link .

Objective: Optimality Criterion:

Mininize: (2)

The objective function minimizes the average packet hop dis-
tance in the network. This is a linear objective function because

is a linear sum of variables, while
is a constant for a given traffic matrix. The two objective func-
tions used in [15] were: 1) minimization of the average packet
delay over the network; and 2) minimization of the maximum
traffic flow in a lightpath; both were nonlinear.

Constraints:

• On virtual topology connection matrix :

(3)

(4)

(5)
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The above equations ensure that the number of light-
paths emerging from a node is constrained by the number
of transmitters at that node, while the number of light-
paths terminating at a node is constrained by the number
of receivers at that node. variables can only hold in-
teger values. If has a value greater than 1, it means
that there is more than one lightpath between the partic-
ular source–destination pair. These lightpaths may follow
the same route or different routes through the network.

• On physical route variables :

if (6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Equations (6)–(8) are multicommodity-flow-based equa-
tions governing the routing of lightpaths from source
to destination. Equation (9) ensures that the number of
lightpaths flowing through a fiber link does not exceed

. Note, however, that the equations do not ensure the
wavelength-continuity constraint (under which the light-
path is assigned the same wavelength on all the fiber links
through which it passes). Since our nodal architecture pro-
vides wavelength conversion, the wavelength-continuity
constraint is unnecessary, although it has been generally
observed that sparse wavelength conversion is sufficient
in most networks [7], [8], [21]. Integrality constraints
ensure that the variables hold only integer values.

• On virtual topology traffic variables :

(11)

(12)

if (13)

(14)

(15)

Equations (11)–(13) are multicommodity-flow equations
governing the flow of traffic through the virtual topology.
Note that the routing of traffic from a given source to a
given destination may be bifurcated. Equation (14) en-
sures that traffic can only flow through an existing light-
path, while (15) specifies the capacity constraint in the for-
mulation.

• Optional constraints:

1) Physical topology as asubset of the virtual
topology:

(16)

2) Bound lightpath length:

(17)

Equations (16) and (17) areoptional constraints, and
may be incorporated to ensure bounded packet delays in
the network. These equations significantly reduce the so-
lution space of the problem, and facilitate quicker conver-
gence toward the optimal solution. This engineering ap-
proach enables us to obtain good solutions for large net-
works quickly.

Equation (16) embeds the physical topology as a subset
of the virtual topology, i.e., every link in the physical
topology is also a lightpath in the virtual topology, in ad-
dition to which there are lightpaths which span multiple
fiber links. This approach for choosing lightpaths can sat-
isfy packets with the tightest delay constraints [18]. The
lightpaths corresponding to the physical topology may
also be used to route network control messages efficiently,
and this approach can simplify network management. For
these equations to be valid, and , where

and denote the physical number of fibers emerging
from and terminating at node, respectively.

Equation (17) may be used to restrict the enumerated
variables to be only among those present inalter-

nate shortest paths fromto , where . This prevents
long and convoluted lightpaths, i.e., lightpaths with an un-
necessarily long route instead of a much shorter route from
occurring. The value of may be selected by the network
designer.

B. Simplifying Assumptions

This section outlines some simplifying assumptions to make
the problem more tractable.

• Wavelength-continuity constraints for a lightpath are re-
laxed in the current formulation, which only ensures that the
total number of lightpaths routed through a fiber is less than
or equal to . Adding wavelength-continuity constraints to the
above set of equations significantly increases the complexity of
the problem,4 e.g., if the variable signifies that a light-
path from node to node is assigned the wavelength(where

), the relevant equations are as follows:

(18)

(19)

Equation (19) is nonlinear because it involves the product of
two variables.As mentioned before, we intentionally ignore the
wavelength assignment of lightpaths in the current problem for-
mulation since we assume that wavelength convertors are avail-
able at the routing nodes[14]. Moreover, it has also been ob-
served that sparse wavelength conversion in the switching nodes

4The wavelength-assignment problem has been demonstrated to be NP-com-
plete [6].
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is sufficient to achieve nearly the same performance as full con-
version[7], [8], [21].

• Queueing delays are also intentionally ignored, partly to
simplify (linearize) the objective function, and also because it
has been observed that the propagation delay dominates the
overall network delay in nationwide optical networks with high-
speed transmission equipment and moderate loads. The advent
of multi-gigabit silicon-based routers (as opposed to slow soft-
ware-based routers) to be deployed shortly in the internet back-
bone also justifies this assumption. The exact optimization func-
tion for delay minimization is as follows [15]:

(20)

This is a nonlinear equation because it involves the product
of two variables, and , and also because the

component leads to nonlinearities.
• The number of variables and equations in the formulation

are reduced.The number of variables and equations in the
original problem formulation grows as , and can very
easily overwhelm today’s state-of-the-art computing facilities.
To make the problem more tractable, we reduce the number of
constraints by pruning the search space. Pruning is based on
tracking a limited number of alternate shortest paths, denoted
by , between source–destination pairs, such that the selected
routes are within a constant factor ( ) of the shortest-path
distance between the given source–destination pair. We assume
that traffic flow will only use the lightpaths which interconnect
nodes present in these alternate paths, i.e., all values of
are not enumerated. Likewise, lightpaths may only be routed
through one of a few permissible routes, i.e., all possible
values of are not enumerated. Since these assumptions are
incorporated during the generation of the problem formulation,
it helps reduce the total number of equations and variables.
The amount of pruning (hence, the value of) required is
a function of the size of the problem that can be solved in
“reasonable time” by the chosen optimization package.

To understand the pruning process, let us consider the
NSFNET topology in Fig. 1. If we consider two alternate
shortest paths between any source–destination pair, then the
two alternate paths from Node (CA1) to Node (IL) may be
CA1–UT–CO–NE–IL and CA1–WA–IL. Then, the enumerated
variables for lightpath routing are as follows:

Likewise, the enumerated variables for packet routing are as
follows:

• The current formulation allows bifurcated routing of packet
traffic. To specify nonbifurcated routing of traffic, we use new

variables which are only allowed to take binary values,
and the equations are suitably modified. Under nonbifurcated
routing, (11)–(15) become

(21)

(22)

(23)

if (24)

(25)

(26)

The objective function becomes

(27)

We only used bifurcated routing in our experiments, since it was
found that nonbifurcated routing of packet traffic significantly
increased the running time of the optimization solution because
of the additional integer constraints. The increase in running
time is also due to the computation of the product terms in (26)
and in the modified objective function.

III. H EURISTIC APPROACHES

This section presents two heuristic approaches that allow us
to solve large problem instances of the virtual-topology design
problem, in order to minimize the average packet hop distance.
Heuristics become important when the problem formulation be-
comes large due to increase in the physical size of the network,
and becomes difficult to solve by traditional LP methods due to
computational constraints. Results of these heuristics compare
favorably with the optimal result obtained by solving the exact
problem formulation.

• Maximizing Single-Hop Traffic. This simple and greedy
heuristic attempts to establish lightpaths between source–desti-
nation pairs with the highest values, subject to constraints
on the number of transceivers at the two end nodes, and the
availability of a wavelength in some path connecting the two
end nodes. It is the same as the heuristic logical topology design
(HLDA) algorithm in [18], and was also proposed in earlier re-
search [12].

• Maximizing Multihop Traffic. In a packet-switched net-
work, the traffic carried by a link may include forwarded traffic
as well as traffic originating from the attached node. Intuitively,
it seems that any lightpath establishment heuristic which ac-
counts for the forwarded traffic in a lightpath should provide
better performance than a heuristic which only tries to maximize
the single-hop traffic. This intuition led to the derivation of the
current heuristic. The performance of this heuristic is found to
be better than that of the previous heuristic (see Section VI).

Let denote theminimum number of electronic hops
needed to send a packet from sourceto destination . Let
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denote the multihop traffic from sourceto destination
under a fixed routing strategy. We start with a single optical

channel on every fiber link (this is similar to the current
Internet backbone which does not have any optical WDM
switching). Initially, when no lightpaths have been established,

refers to the number of physical fiber hops that a packet
would travel from source to destination. Let us assume that we
get to add only one additional lightpath to this topology, such
that in the new topology the average packet hop distance is
minimum. The chosen lightpath needs to maximize the quan-
tity ; provided sufficient network resources
(transceivers and wavelengths) were available and this lightpath
was established, this would correspond to the largest amount
of multihop traffic that would be carried in one hop as opposed
to using multiple hops, and this would result in the greatest
minimization in the average packet hop distance.

We compute the quantity for all possible
source–destination pairs; from all such values, choose the
source–destination pair with the largest value, and establish a
lightpath along the minimum-hop path between the two nodes.
Recompute the values; the values get progressively
smaller as new lightpaths are added. Repeat the entire process,
progressively setting up new lightpaths, until resources (wave-
lengths or transceivers) run out. If a certain lightpath cannot
be established, either due to transceiver constraints, or due to
wavelength constraint, choose the next best alternative. This
algorithm allows only a single lightpath to be established
between any source–destination pair.

IV. RESOURCEBUDGETING IN OPTICAL NETWORK DESIGN

This section discusses some of the network design princi-
ples that can be derived from the earlier ILP formulation. It is
intuitive that, in a network with a very large number of trans-
ceivers per node, but with very few wavelengths per fiber and
few fibers between node pairs, a large number of transceivers
may be unused because some lightpaths may not be establish-
able due to fiber/wavelength constraints. Similarly, a network
with few transceivers but a large number of available fibers and
wavelengths may have a large number of wavelengths unutilized
because the network is transceiver-constrained.

This mismatch in transceiver utilization versus wavelength
utilization has a direct impact on the cost and the design of the
network. The number of wavelengths supported in the network
determines the cost of the switching equipment.5 Likewise, the
number of transceivers per node determines the cost of the ter-
minating equipment. We would like to balance these network
resources, in order to maximize the utilizations of both the trans-
ceivers and the wavelengths in the network. Resource budgeting
becomes an important issue when we attempt to optimize net-
work design with constrained total cost.

5A WRS with � input ports and� output ports (including the ports used
to connect to the local node used for electronic termination of lightpaths),
supporting W wavelengths, requires2W� � � wavelength-insensitive
optical switches for nonblocking operation. Increasing the number of fibers
interconnecting two nodes increases�, and increasingW increases the number
of crosspoint switching elements required; thus, in both cases, the cost of the
switching equipment would increase.

A very simple and approximate calculation leads to some
insights into the resource-budgeting problem. Given a phys-
ical topology, and a routing algorithm for lightpaths, we can
determine the average length of a lightpath (in terms of the
number of fiber links traversed by a lightpath, averaged over all
source–destination pairs in the network); let the average length
of a lightpath be denoted by . If there are fiber links in
the network, each supporting wavelengths, then the max-
imum number of lightpaths that can be supported is / ,
assuming uniform utilization of wavelengths on all fiber links.6

Therefore, the number of transceivers per node should be ap-
proximately

(28)

in order to get a network with balanced loading across all wave-
lengths. Our optimization-based and heuristic-based network
simulations on the NSFNET reinforce this conjecture (see Sec-
tion VI).

V. VIRTUAL TOPOLOGYRECONFIGURATION

A major advantage of an optical network is that it may be able
to reconfigure its virtual topology to adapt to changing traffic
patterns. Some reconfiguration studies on optical networks have
been reported before [3], [13], [19]; however, these studies as-
sumed that the new virtual topologywas known a priori, and
were concerned with the cost and sequence of branch-exchange
operations to transform from the original virtual topology to
the new virtual topology. We propose a methodology toobtain
the new virtual topology, based on optimizing a given objec-
tive function, as well as minimizing the changes required to ob-
tain the new virtual topology from the current virtual topology.
This approach would result in the minimum number of switch
retunings, thus minimizing the number of disrupted lightpaths.
Consequently, this approach also minimizes the time it takes to
complete the reconfiguration process. Some discussions on the
control mechanisms required to perform retuning of lightpaths
can be found in [16].

The ILP formulation in Section II can help us derive new vir-
tual topologies from existing virtual topologies. In the ideal situ-
ation, given a small change in the traffic matrix, we would prefer
for the new virtual topology to be largely similar to the previous
virtual topology, in terms of the constituent lightpaths and the
routes for these lightpaths, i.e., we would prefer to minimize the
changes in the number of WRS configurations needed to adapt
from the existing virtual topology to the new virtual topology.
More formally, it would be preferable if a large number of the

and the variables retain the same values in the two solu-
tions, without compromising the quality of the solution (in terms
of minimizing the average packet hop distance).

Let us consider the snapshot of two traffic matrices, and
, taken at two not-too-distant time instants. We assume that

there is a certain amount of correlation between these two traffic

6Note, however, that in many cases, the routing on the network is dependent
on the wavelength congestion in the network, and any static routing policy may
not yield very accurate results.
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matrices. Given a certain traffic matrix, there may be many dif-
ferent virtual topologies, each of which has the same optimal
value with regard to the objective function, i.e., (2). Usually, an
optimizaton package will terminate after it has found the first
such optimal solution. Our reconfiguration algorithm finds the
virtual topology corresponding to which matches “closest”
with the virtual topology corresponding to (based on our
above definition of “closeness”).

A. Reconfiguration Algorithm

We perform the following sequence of actions:

1) Generate linear formulations and corre-
sponding to traffic matrices and , respectively,
based on the formulation in Section II.

2) Derive solutions and , corresponding to
and , respectively. Denote the variables’ values in

as , and those in as
, respectively. Let the value of

the objective function for and be and
, respectively.

3) Modify ( to ( ) by adding the new constraint

(29)

This ensures that all the virtual topologies generated by
would be optimal with regard to the objective func-

tion.
The new objective function for is

(30)

We could also have used the following objective function:

(31)

Note that the mod operation, , is a nonlinear function. If we
assume that and can only take on binary values, then
(30) and (31) become linear, i.e., if , then

; else if , then
. Hence, may be solved directly.

Also, note that .
Therefore, (30) is a stronger condition than (31). Hence, we
chose (30) for our simulation studies on reconfiguration at the
end of Section VI.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section presents numerical examples of the network
design problem, using the 14-node NSFNET T1 backbone
(Fig. 1), the 15-node subset of the PACBELL network (Fig. 2),
and a random biconnected topology with 20 nodes and 30
links,7 as our physical network topologies. Attempts to study
larger network topologies had to be dropped because they
overwhelmed our current computing resources. The links in

7Each node in the random topology had a physical nodal degree which was
uniformly distributed between 2–6.

the topologies are bidirectional, i.e., for each link, there is
a pair of unidirectional fibers which carry transmissions in
opposite directions and which join physically adjacent nodes,
i.e., . Each node consists of an optical WRS
along with multiple transceivers for optical origination and
termination of lightpaths. Each WRS is equipped with complete
wavelength-conversion capabilities; in reality, it is possible
that using sparse wavelength conversion [7], [8], [21] will be
sufficient. The number of transmitters is assumed to be equal
to the number of receivers, and is the same for all nodes.

The traffic matrix is randomly generated, such that a certain
fraction of the traffic is uniformly distributed over the range

and the remaining traffic is uniformly distributed
over , where is the lightpath channel capacity,

is an arbitrary integer which may be one or greater, andde-
notes the average ratio of traffic intensities between node-pairs
with high traffic values and node-pairs with low traffic values.
This model allows us to generate traffic patterns with varying
characteristics.

In our first experiment, we used the CPLEX optimization
package [1] to solve the complete virtual topology design
formulation. Our results were averaged over 100 different
traffic matrices for each of the three noted topologies. Initially,
we solved the optimization formulation without any integer
constraints [i.e., without (5) and (10)]; this is a linear program
and therefore provides the lower bound for the result that can
be achieved by any integer solution. Next, we solve the same
optimization formulation including the integer constraints. We
use the branch-and-bound algorithm in the CPLEX optimiza-
tion package for solving the ILP. We found that, in spite of
terminating the optimization after only two iterations of the
branch-and-bound algorithm, the obtained solution was within
0.1% of the final value obtained by the fractional LP. This leads
us to believe that a few iterations of the ILP is sufficient to
generate high-quality solutions, and the number of iterations
is a parameter that can be chosen by the network designer to
strike a balance between the quality of the solution and the time
taken to obtain the solution.

The number of variables and equations in the problem for-
mulation increases very quickly as the number of nodes and
links increases. On average, the time taken to solve the optimiza-
tion was 5.72 s for the 14-node NSFNET topology, 26.114 s for
the 15-node PACBELL topology, and 358.53 s for the random
20-node topology. All experiments were run on an otherwise
unloaded HP-9000/778 running HPUX version 10.

We studied resource utilization characteristics for the
NSFNET topology. Figs. 3–5 plot system characteristics
averaged over 25 different virtual topologies for the NSFNET,
each corresponding to an independent traffic matrix, obtained
with the parameters , , , ,

, and . and were assumed to be equal for
all nodes, and were allowed values between 4 and 8.was
allowed to take values between 1 (no WDM) and 7.

Fig. 3 plots the average packet hop distance for optimal vir-
tual topologies for different number of transceivers per node,
and different number of wavelengths in the system. The av-
erage hop distance in the network is a function of the number
of lightpaths set up in the network, which directly depends on
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Fig. 3. Average packet hop distance for the optimal solution.

Fig. 4. Average transceiver utilization for the optimal solution.

the number of transceivers and wavelengths supported. The case
corresponding to one wavelength in the system corresponds to
a point-to-point network (no WDM). As expected, the average
hop distance decreases with a balanced increase in the number
of transceivers and wavelengths in the network. Increasing tran-
ceivers without adding extra wavelengths marginally improves
the quality of the solution. For more than six transceivers, and
more than four wavelengths, the performance improvement in
hop distance is marginal for the network in Fig. 1 for our current
choice of network traffic. Given a different network topology,
and a different traffic matrix, these results would be different.

Fig. 4 plots the transceiver utilization for different values of
the number of wavelengths in the system, and number of trans-
ceivers at a node. Fig. 5 plots the wavelength utilization for the
same set of experiments. As one would expect, Fig. 4 quanti-
tatively demonstrates that the transceiver utilization decreases
as the number of wavelengths is reduced and/or the number
of transceivers is increased. Similarly, Fig. 5 demonstrates that
the wavelength utilization decreases when the number of wave-
lengths is increased and/or the number of transceivers is re-
duced. These results confirm our original hypothesis that it is
necessary to obtain the correct balance between transceivers
and wavelengths in the system in order to have high utilizations
of both these expensive resources. Given a cost constraint, re-

Fig. 5. Average wavelength utilization for the optimal solution.

TABLE I
AVERAGE PACKET HOP DISTANCE FORDIFFERENTVIRTUAL TOPOLOGY

ESTABLISHMENT ALGORITHMS

source-budgeting tradeoff becomes an important issue, in order
to not underutilize transceivers and wavelengths in the system.

Comparing Figs. 3–5 together, it is clear that, for the current
network setting, the choice of six transceivers and four wave-
lengths is a very good one since it yields an average hop dis-
tance close to unity while achieving nearly 100% utilization of
transceivers and wavelengths. A network designer may use our
approach to similarly determine the best configuration in which
to operate his/her network.

Table I tabulates the average hop distance for the two heuristic
approaches as compared to the optimal solution obtained in
Fig. 3. The same sample of 25 traffic matrices were used to
evaluate the performance of the heuristics. Fig. 6 also plots
these performance results for a four-wavelength system. As ex-
pected, the average hop distance decreases with an increase in
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Fig. 6. Comparison of heuristic algorithms for a four-wavelength network.

the number of transceivers in the system, with the heuristics
performing a little poorly relative to the ILP’s optimal solu-
tion which can be treated as a lower bound. Also, the heuristic
which maximizes the multihop traffic is found to perform a little
better than the heuristic which maximizes single-hop traffic for
smaller number of transceivers.

Although we assumed complete wavelength conversion in all
nodes of the network, using a simple first-fit wavelength as-
signment strategy, we found that we needed only two wave-
length convertors,for a given traffic matrix on the NSFNET
topology. This supports the theory that sparse wavelength con-
version should be sufficient in most networks of interest. A com-
plete and detailed description of an example embedding can be
found in [2].

We study the performance of the reconfiguration algorithm
proposed in Section V-A. We generate two sequences of 25
traffic matrices, with the same set of statistical parameters as
used before. In the first sequence, exactly 20% of the entries in
successive traffic matrices in the sequence are forced to differ.
In the second sequence, 80% of the entries differ. The traffic
sequence is created by generating an initial traffic matrix,
and then swapping a fraction (either 20% or 80% depending
on the chosen sequence) of nondiagonal entries in the traffic
matrix. The algorithm in Section V-A was applied to this
traffic sequence, in order to generate virtual topologies in a
network with eight transceivers per node and eight wavelengths
per fiber. Fig. 7 plots the fraction of lightpath additions and
deletions as observed over the sequence of 25 traffic matrices,
for 20% and 80% changes in the traffic matrix. The fraction
of common lightpaths between two successive traffic matrices
remains fairly uniform throughout the entire sequence. As
expected, the number of deleted lightpaths and added lightpaths
increases when the difference between consecutive traffic ma-
trices gets larger. The proposed algorithm, however, minimizes
the number of disrupted lightpaths due to the reconfiguration.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an integer linear programming (ILP)
formulation to derive a minimal-hop-distance solution to the
virtual topology design problem in a wavelength-routed optical

Fig. 7. Reconfiguration statistics.

network, in the absence of wavelength-continuity constraints.
The problem formulation is general, and can be used to de-
rive a complete virtual topology solution, including choice of
the constituent lightpaths, routes for these lightpaths, and inten-
sity of packet flows through these lightpaths. We observed that
adding the wavelength-continuity constraints and queueing de-
lays makes the problem formulation more complex. We used
many simplifying assumptions in order to engineer the problem
to a tractable form. We also proposed two simple heuristics and
demonstrated that these heuristics perform well with respect to
the optimal solution.

We studied resource-budgeting tradeoffs in the allocation of
transceivers per node, and wavelengths per fiber. A simple com-
putation in Section IV (28) provided an approximate bound re-
garding the number of transceivers that can be supported in a
network with wavelengths. We demonstrated how we can
equip the network with an optimal balance of transceivers and
wavelengths, in order to derive minimal-hop-distance solutions,
along with high utilization of both transceivers and wavelengths.

We proposed an exact reconfiguration procedure which, for
a changed traffic matrix, searches through all possibleoptimal
virtual topologies, in order to obtain a solution which shares
the maximum number of lightpaths with the previous virtual
topology. The solution to the reconfiguration algorithm gener-
ates a virtual topology which minimizes the amount of switch
retunings that needs to be performed, in order to adapt the vir-
tual topology to the new traffic matrix. We believe that reconfig-
uration in wide-area optical networks is an important issue that
needs to be studied further. We would prefer to have algorithms,
which can perform network reconfiguration locally, without a
global knowledge of the network state. The sequence of actions
that need to be performed to effect a lightpath reconfiguration is
an important problem in network management, and is an open
problem for further research.
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